
Summary of Activities

Date: November 2017

To: Leah Cole FWEF Administrator &

Sheilagh Monchak, Senior Policy Analyst 

Manitoba Sustainable Development

Location: West Watjask Lake, Duck Mountain, MB 14 U 330721 5724743

History: At a time when musky are hard to find in the province of Manitoba, there

was no-doubt an initiative to re-introduce muskellunge to the Duck Mountains

would become very popular province wide. Thanks to the funding received from the

Fisheries and Wildlife Enhancement Fund, SVSFE was able to purchase spotted

muskellunge from Minnesota for stocking West Watjask Lake in the Duck Mountains.

Once the word was out of the possible return of musky to the Ducks, the feedback

was remarkable. SVSFE was contacted by several sport fish groups interested in

supporting the initiative including Manitoba Fly Fisherman Association (Bruce

Cameron) and the Canadian Esox Association (Ron Edwards), along with recognition

in both the MLOA and Hooked Magazines.

From: Holly Urban, Project Manager 

Swan Valley Sport Fishing Enhancement

swanvalleysportfish@gmail.com

(204) 734-8836

Re: Intermediate Report – Project 16-019 West Watjask Lake – Musky Introduction 

Manitoba Lodge & Outfitters Magazine Article

mailto:swanvalleysportfish@gmail.com
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Hooked Magazine Article
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Project Activities to Date - 2017 Musky Stocking:

The original shipment of 100% disease free spotted muskellunge was scheduled to

arrive in the fall of 2016. Unfortunately, Rob Jost, owner and operator of

Minnesota Musky Farms in Alexandria, Minnesota was not satisfied with the growth

of his stock and recommended over-wintering the 450 fish until the spring of 2017.

SVSFE was satisfied with the proposal as spring stocking was the original

recommendation in the stocking plans. Yet again, come spring, more bad news from

the musky farm. There was a high case of mortality in the overwintered stock and

only 35 fish remained.

The SVSFE board agreed to pursue with the stocking of the 35 fish, as technical

staff would be in Winnipeg for training during the time of the suggested transfer.

In hindsight, this was a very beneficial decision. The permitting process on both

parties (Canadian and US sides) was more than anticipated from when initial

inquires were made with government officials and border crossing agencies. Due to

the previously stocking delays, there were some permits which required several

renewals. Also the supplier was not aware of the extra costs involved in the

exporting process which included a veterinary inspection in addition to their

disease free certification. Luckily, this practice run has educated both parties

on the requirements for transporting fish over international borders and will aid

in the future shipment of the remaining fish destined for West Watjask Lake.

On the morning of June 22, 2017, SVSFE technicians met at the Emerson border

crossing to receive the 35 spotted muskellunge. The fish were initially packed for

transport at 5am, arrived at the border at approximately 9am and arrived at West

Watjask Lake at 6pm, equating to a 13 hour journey. The fish were packed in

oxygenated bags within coolers. All 35 were healthy and average 260mm (10”) in

fork length. In order to efficiently scatter stock the musky, SVSFE had a

volunteer (past summer student) meet at the lake access point with a quad, boat &

motor and gear. The fish did not require tempering as the lake water and transport

water were with 0.7 of a degree. Fish were scattered throughout the lake in seven

different locations.
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Financial Review:

Currently, SVSFE has spent slightly over $1000 on the project. The purchase of

the 35 fish equated to $409.01 or $11.68/fish CDN. The remaining ~$600 included

travel expenses for transport ($373.25), permits ($125.86) and administration

supplies/communication on the project ($139.69). This leaves ~$8,800 in the

project budget for future stocking.

Project Completion: In order to complete the project, SVSFE is still waiting on

the shipment of the remaining musky. This was scheduled to occur in the fall of

2017, but this time around weather was not in our favor. The Minnesota Musky Farm

would not be draining their rearing ponds until late fall and by that time our

lakes were frozen over. Owner, Rob Jost, stated he would again overwinter the

musky for SVSFE and schedule the transfer for the spring of 2018. There is some

uncertainty of how many musky will actually be available come spring, therefore

SVSFE is currently sourcing other available musky suppliers in order to complete

this valued musky re-introduction to the Duck Mountains.

In regards to the development of the boat launch and dock, road improvements and

signage, SVSFE is currently working with local logging companies who are

operating in the area, government and interested partners on the design and

construction plans. This component of the project is anticipated to start in 2019

(following the shipment of musky).

Budgeted Expended Remaining

Admin/Permits $750.00 $265.55 $484.46

Musky (Cost & Delivery) $9,125.00 $782.26 $8,342.74

Total $9,875.00 $1,047.81 $8,827.20


